This is the first page of our Active Living Biking and Hiking Guide, a 30” by 24” map that is about 14MB in size.

If you are downloading this file to view it online, please be patient. Depending on the speed of your internet connection, the remaining pages may take some time to arrive at your computer.
Explore Bloomington's Parks, Streets and Trails using Pedal and Foot Power!

**Off-Road Biking and Hiking Trails**

- The trails around Bush Lake and West Bush Lake offer fantastic opportunities for off-road biking and hiking. The multiple-use trails are shown in orange on the maps. A select number of trails are open to bikers, hikers, roller bladers, dog walkers and other enthusiasts. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington.

**Central and Minne Parks Hiking Trails**

- The trails around Bush Lake and West Bush Lake offer fantastic opportunities for off-road biking and hiking. The multiple-use trails are shown in orange on the maps. A select number of trails are open to bikers, hikers, roller bladers, dog walkers and other enthusiasts. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington. The trails in Central and Moir Parks are owned and operated by the City of Bloomington.

**Biking and Hiking Etiquette**

- When riding on the trails, always ride on the right side of the road, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked. Always ride with the traffic, unless otherwise marked.

**Biking and Hiking Equipment Checklist**

- When biking and hiking, you should always carry:
  - A water bottle: A great way to stay hydrated while on the trail.
  - A helmet: Essential for protection in case of an accident.
  - A first aid kit: Always carry a basic first aid kit in case of injury.
  - A spare bike chain: A must-have for unexpected breakdowns.
  - A bike pump: A must-have for quick repairs.
  - A bike lock: A great way to secure your bike while it’s parked.
  - A bike light: A must-have for early morning or late-night rides.
  - A bike repair kit: A great way to fix minor issues on the go.
  - A bike bag: A great way to carry extra supplies while on the trail.

**Hiking Equipment Checklist**

- When hiking, you should always carry:
  - A water bottle: A great way to stay hydrated while on the trail.
  - A first aid kit: Always carry a basic first aid kit in case of injury.
  - A spare bike chain: A must-have for unexpected breakdowns.
  - A bike pump: A must-have for quick repairs.
  - A bike lock: A great way to secure your bike while it’s parked.
  - A bike light: A must-have for early morning or late-night rides.
  - A bike repair kit: A great way to fix minor issues on the go.
  - A bike bag: A great way to carry extra supplies while on the trail.
